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Introduction 

The basis of groundwater compliance monitoring under United States Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (USEPA's) Coal Combustion Residual (CCR) rule is statistical comparison of 
groundwater sample data between compliance and background wells. For this to be 
meaningful, background samples must be representative of expected groundwater conditions 
beneath a unit in the absence of a release from the unit. If the background is not 
representative, then the statistical methods listed under the CCR rule are meaningless and 
compliance (or exceedance) cannot be proven using these statistical methods. 
 
 
Background and monitoring under the CCR rule 
 
Under the USEPA's CCR rule (40 CFR parts 257 and 261), there are four identified statistical 
methods for assessing compliance: 
 

• Parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

• Non-parametric analysis of variance (non-parametric ANOVA) 

• Tolerance or prediction limits 

• Control chart 
 
(There is a fifth option of “other statistical methods demonstrated to meet performance 
standards identified in 257.93(g).”  This option is seldom used and will not be discussed further 
here). 
 
The four methods compare sampled concentrations from the downgradient wells to sampled 
concentrations from the background well(s).  All four methods assume that the CCR unit is not 
impacting groundwater.  The type of statistical comparison differs among methods, but the 
methods can be categorized into two general groups.  The first group uses background 
concentrations to develop tolerance-, prediction-, or control chart-limits. These are “not to 
exceed” limits of which we do not expect downgradient compliance sample concentrations to 
exceed.  The second group consist of the two ANOVA methods that compare the “middle” 
(either mean or median) values of the background and downgradient datasets.  We expect the 
“middle” values to be statistically similar between background and downgradient sample data. 
 



In general, knowing the following information, both upgradient and downgradient of the CCR 
unit, is pertinent for implementing statistical methods under the CCR rule:    

• Population statistical parameters like mean and standard deviation 

• Population distribution (normal, log-normal, bimodal, etc.) 

• Spatial distribution of values (increasing with depth or along fractures, etc.) 

• Temporal (time) trends 
 
The premise for all four methods is that background is representative of what the groundwater 
under the CCR unit would be without any effects from the CCR unit itself.  If this assumption 
does not hold, then the statistical methods listed above are no longer defensible nor valid.   
 
 
Requirements for a representative background data set 
 
As a rule of thumb, representative background generally consists of the following: 
 

• Same geologic units and lithology as downgradient well locations. 

• Same geochemistry as downgradient well locations. 

• Located upgradient or cross gradient of the CCR unit  

• Adequate number of wells to account for spatial heterogeneity observed by 
downgradient wells 

• Alternative sources of groundwater impact are equally observed upgradient and 
downgradient of the CCR unit  

 
This “representativeness” is the key to meaningful statistical compliance monitoring.  Without 
it, a fundamental and essential assumption is broken, and ANY statistical test result is 
meaningless.  There cannot be statistically-based compliance monitoring without a good 
background data set. 
 
 
What if you can’t establish a representative background? 
 
The CCR rule currently does not explicitly address this issue, however, it is realistic.  There is an 
industry standard practice, called intrawell statistical analysis, to handle instances where 
representative background cannot be established.  The reader is referred to the US EPA’s 
Unified Guidance to read further on the topic of intrawell analysis. 
 
 
What can go wrong? 
 
Simply stated, any time the background data set does not exactly and faithfully represent what 
conditions under the site, the underlying assumption of representativeness is compromised, 



and statistical testing may be adversely affected.  Depending on the severity of 
unrepresentativeness (UR), this may or may not totally invalidate the statistical test results.  
 
Probably the worst form of UR is a marked difference in mean and/or standard deviation.  Since 
these statistical parameters are critical to both the ANOVA processes and limits-based 
calculations, marked differences lead to inaccurate tests and limits. These lead to identifying 
false exceedances and/or missed indications of releases.     
 
Differences in population distribution (for instance log-normal background and normal 
compliance) violate assumptions of both the standard parametric and non-parametric ANOVA 
processes and the calculations for limits.  Depending on the severity of differences, this too can 
lead to inaccurate tests and resulting false exceedances and/or missed indications of releases. 
 
If the background wells have a non-representative spatial distribution (or one has much more 
spatial variability than the other) then the assumption of representative standard deviation 
cannot be met – again, this will affect both ANOVA and limits calculations and could lead to 
false exceedances and/or missed indications of releases. 
 
Finally, if there is a time trend in the background that isn’t representative, the initial testing 
may be acceptable, but as the background trends away from representativeness, the results of 
the tests become less meaningful.  
 
 
Real-world issues  
 
So far, all these problems are put forth in a hypothetical context within this paper. What has 
occurred in real-life CCR units’ compliance monitoring under the CCR rule? 
 
Following are real-world examples that highlight issues in establishing representative 
background: 
 
Non‐representative well location – finding an appropriate location and depth for a background 
well may be difficult, but background wells in different water-bearing units or different rock 
types are almost certain to be different and unrepresentative.  At one CCR unit, an investigation 
of alternative source for the statistically significant increase (SSI) identified the background 
wells were representative of a dolostone water bearing unit while the compliance wells (and by 
inference the CCR unit) were sampling a sand and clay layer.  Since the background and the 
compliance wells were not sampling the same water-bearing layer, statistical comparisons were 
not meaningful for compliance monitoring.   

 

Underestimating seasonal variability of groundwater – because of the limited time allowed by 
the CCR rule to collect the initial background data set (particularly when new wells had to be 
sited, constructed, and sampled), many CCR units have background data sets that do not span 



enough time to “see” normal seasonal changes in shallow groundwater or effects of periodic 
weather events like hurricanes and snow melt.  Because of this, several units have had potential 
SSIs due to concentrations just higher than the expected limits.  Because these limits were set 
based on limited samples that did not include expected extreme values, the estimates of 
variability were too small, and the limits were set too low.  When compliance monitoring 
encountered one of these uncommon (but normal) extreme values, it was mistakenly identified 
as an exceedance. Usually, the next sample event saw a return to concentrations below the 
limit.     

 

Missing long‐time trends in background concentrations – Just like underestimated seasonal 
variability, background data sets collected over short periods of time can also fail to identify 
long-term trends in concentration.  Even for simple linear trends in concentration, the initial 
eight data points may not be enough to identify a significant long-term trend in concentration. 
Failing to do so will eventually lead to false determinations of SSI.  In a few CCR units, this has 
occurred, leading to recurrent, small exceedances of limits that resemble a true SSI until a 
closer look at the background data confirms an increasing trend there too. 

 
Underestimating variability in concentration due to too‐frequent sampling – At a few CCR units, 
because of time constraints under the CCR rule, background sampling was done under a very 
compressed schedule.  The 8 samples required by the rule were taken within less than 12 
months, leading to a further underestimation of variability (in addition to the lack of seasonal 
variability already discussed above).  Because of the slow travel time of groundwater in general, 
samples taken too frequently essentially sample the same water, thereby underestimating how 
much the concentration naturally varies. A relatively few samples taken only weeks apart 
cannot be expected to give a full picture of natural variability.  Much like lack of seasonal 
variance above, this has led some CCR units to intermittent exceedances of limits that do not 
generally re-occur the next sample event.  Such potential SSIs lead to unnecessary effort to 
investigate phantom exceedances.  

 

Under-representing intrinsic spatial variability in groundwater conditions beneath the unit – 
CCR units aren’t always simple.  Often, they are placed in hydrogeologically diverse and mixed 
locations, in which the simple assumptions associated with statistical testing cannot be met. 
Sometimes there is no background locations that resemble the unit’s own hydrogeology.  
Occasionally there is no “upgradient” – the unit may be at the upper edge of a groundwater 
basin. While some statistical tools exist for some of these difficult cases (such as intrawell 
prediction limits where no representative external background is possible), care must be taken 
with statistical tests and the interpretation of the results of testing. Mixing diverse background 
locations’ data will lead to over-estimating intrinsic variability and lead to too-high limits being 
set and possible releases being mixed while mixing diverse compliance wells’ data can lead to 
false SSIs. In at least a few CCR units, the most appropriate tests include matching similar 
compliance and background wells for comparison.       
 
 



 
Summary 
 
Under the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s Coal Combustion Residue (CCR) 
rule, compliance monitoring is dependent on statistical testing using a representative 
background data set as a surrogate for the condition of groundwater without the effects of site 
activity.  In addition, because of the schedule of implementation of the rule, a limited time was 
allowed to develop and collect the background data set.  This combination has led to several 
CCR units having identified SSIs that do not necessarily represent releases of contaminants.  
Instead, they indicate deficiencies in the background data set or statistical testing procedures, 
or both.  Generally, these deficiencies result from: 
 

• Background in a different hydrogeologic setting 

• Periods of sampling too short to identify seasonal variability or long-term trends 

• Periods of sampling too short to identify even inherent variability 

• Hydrogeologic setting too complex for simple statistical testing  
 
When background is not representative, statistical testing (and compliance monitoring) will be 
meaningless. 
 
 

 


